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Introduction 5

Activity Demo subject Aims

1 Giving new information

1.1 Ask me your questions Art Asking vv/i-questions; giving students a voice; 17
arousing students' curiosity; listening for specific 
information

1.2 Listening with key words Design and 
Technology

1.3 Understanding textbook 
language

Business Studies

1.4 Co-operative listening Any

1.5 Scan the text Sports Science and 
Physical Education

1.6 Write the text question Food Technology

1.7 Text circles Science

1.8 Getting the right order Literature

1.9 Students as words Music

1.10 Correct me Chemistry

Re-creating a text; understanding key words; 19
listening for key words; practising writing; 
working in groups

Learning technical terms; recognizing and learning 20 
key expressions; getting and sharing new information; 
becoming familiar with a more formal academic style of
writing; building up an unseen text

Listening; note-taking; co-operative learning 23

Reporting back; introducing a text; giving input; 24
skimming and scanning; making long texts less 
stressful; translating; working in groups

Giving examples; predicting; reading and selecting 26 
key information; understanding written examination 
questions; note-taking

Asking and answering questions; ordering words; 28
getting new information; working in groups;
reading

Adverbs of sequence; memorizing a sequence of 30 
steps; using the kinaesthetic intelligence

Spatial language; reading; gap-filling; using the 31
kinaesthetic intelligence; using charts or diagrams

Drawing conclusions; predicting; sequencing a text; 33 
reading aloud to correct the teacher; understanding 
instructions; learning a sequence; sharpening 
observation skills
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1.11 Parroting ICT Learning definitions; pronunciation; reading and 
repeating statements; memorizing important concepts

1.12 Echoing History Simple past tense; listening and repeating; writing; 
working in groups

1.13 ABC dictation Physics Numbers; reading; re-ordering sentences; cooperative 
learning; writing and spelling from listening to a text

1.14 Mutual dictation Food Technology Pronunciation; speaking; listening; reading; writing

1.15 Spot the sentence Any text your 
students need 
to read in a 
monolingual 
class

Translating; reading; understanding new information

1.16 What did you hear? History Building vocabulary; practising listening skills; 
predicting

2 Teaching and activating key vocabulary

2.1 Odd one out Biology Defining and describing; spelling; categorizing 
words and recognizing word associations; revising 
specific vocabulary

2.2 Right in one Geography Question forms; modal verbs; giving accurate 
definitions; revising key vocabulary

2.3 Define it Business Studies Comparing and contrasting; giving definitions; 
recalling vocabulary

2.4 Two minutes to remember Environmental
Studies

Defining and describing; listening for specific 
information; note-taking; memorizing key words; 
learning definitions; visualizing as an aid to revision

2.5 Student-generated 
jumbled words

Biology Spelling; labelling key words on a picture; jumbling 
and reordering words; using the visual/spatial 
intelligence

2.6 Student-generated 
word puzzle

Mathematics Writing definitions and descriptions; asking 
and answering questions; translating; 
memorizing key words

2.7 Using mind maps Physics Categorizing words; using mind maps; using the 
visual/spatial intelligence

2.8 Walk and swap Art Understanding definitions; translating; using the 
kinaesthetic and interpersonal intelligences; 
cooperative learning; gap-filling
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3 Speaking

3.1 Add to this Geography

3.2 Ask me, tell me Biology

3.3 Tell me what you know History

3.4 Hear and say Chemistry

3.5 Right question, Business Studies
right answer

3.6 Choose from your list Biology

3.7 Mini-talks History

Linking and sequencing; comparing and contrasting; 60 
pronunciation and intonation practice; cooperative 
learning, working as a group to extend ideas; thinking 
in more depth about a topic; oral revision

Asking for and giving information; note-taking; using 61 
fellow students as a resource; cooperative learning; 
interpersonal skills; revision

Asking and answering questions; using questionnaires; 63 
oral revision; interviewing skills

Pronouncing the English alphabet; numbers; revising 65 
important facts or concepts; memorizing; listening and 
speaking

Formulating precise questions; defining; comparing 67 
and contrasting; revising key words; learning definitions

Preparing and giving a short talk on a specific subject; 71 
memorizing words; making revision lists; note-taking; 
listening

Writing questions; preparing and giving a short talk; 72 
recalling previously taught topics; giving concise 
information; listening; cooperative learning

4 Writing

4.1 How do you spell it? Mathematics Practising difficult spellings; the sounds of the 
alphabet; pronunciation

75

4.2 Spelling practice Environmental Working on difficult spellings; saying and 77
Studies understanding the letters of the alphabet; 

repetition; memorizing; using the kinaesthetic 
intelligence

4.3 Mixed language functions ICT Expressing different language functions; writing 78

4.4 Self-editing Any subject Checking written work; self-editing; writing 80

4.5 Summarizing Geography Summarizing; expanding sentences; picking out key 
information; writing; learning key information

82

4.6 Elastic sentences Literature Cause and result ; conjunctions; editing and 
improving written work; practising writing 
and spelling

83

4.7 Exactly fifty words Any reading text Writing summaries; reading; writing; taking in 
important information; skimming and scanning;

84

4.8 It pays to advertise Environmental Contrasting and comparing; focusing on key issues; 85
Studies working in groups; using a variety of resources;

summarizing; note-taking
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4.9 Noughts and crosses Business Studies

4.10 Do you recognize me? History

4.11 Student-student Design and
questions Technology

Discussing and writing definitions; summarizing and 87 
editing; cooperative learning; revising and writing 
short definitions of words, phrases, expressions, 
symbols and signs

The past tense; paraphrasing words; defining and 89 
comparing; drawing conclusions; learning vocabulary; 
note-taking

Writing questions; writing answers; responding quickly 91 
to written questions; revision; exam practice; group 
discussions

5 Consolidation and revision

5.1 True/False dictation Biology The alphabet; critical listening; correcting sentences; 
translating

93

5.2 Jumbled sentences Chemistry Word order; spelling; checking and matching 
descriptions to key words

95

5.3 Who or what am I? Geography Defining; comparing; recognizing and understanding 
key words; matching definitions with key words; 
listening; giving examples

96

5.4 Guess my word Sports Science 
and Physical 
Education

Describing; guessing words 97

5.5 A word beginning with Biology/ Sports 
Science

Describing words; asking and answering questions; 
the letters of the alphabet; working in groups

98

5.6 Call our bluff Food Technology Writing true/false statements; student-student 
dictation; working in groups; listening for specific 
information; remembering important facts; recording 
true information

100

5.7 Add extra information Biology Expressions of frequency; dictation practice; revision; 
retrieving and expanding information; working in 
groups

101

5.8 Definition bingo Chemistry Understanding definitions; matching key words and 
definitions; listening; understanding and memorizing 
key words

102

5.9 On target Music Spelling practice; expanding and consolidating topic 
vocabulary; remembering and revising information

104

5.10 Questions to answers Mathematics Writing whatis/whatare questions; writing 
definitions; listening; understanding definitions

105

5.11 Mastermind Art Giving short answers; writing questions; critical 
listening; checking understanding

107

5.12 Ask me again Geography Consolidating question forms; answering questions; 
translating; memorizing important concepts

108
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5.13 Three things I know Biology
about...

5.14 Give me four Geography

Defining; asking for and giving information; revising 110 
and expanding information on a subject; working in 
groups; note-taking

Discussion and agreement; note-taking; thinking and 111 
writing at speed; working in groups; revising key points

6 Using supplementary resources

6.1 Reading the picture Geography

6.2 Visual dictation Business Studies

6.3 Group visuals and gap-fills Mathematics

6.4 Answer my picture History
questions

6.5 It's my life Music

6.6 Go and find out Food Technology

6.7 Concentric circles Religious Studies

6.8 What we hear and what Geography 
we see

6.9 Give me my name and Science
draw me

6.10 Vote for ours! Chemistry

6.11 Visual dictation Physics

Defining; cause and result; conditionals; modals; 114 
questions; interpreting visuals, charts and diagrams; 
writing comments and questions

Defining key words; spatial language; asking and 115 
answering questions; the letters of the alphabet- 
revising words; using charts and diagrams; using 
spatial intelligence

Defining and describing; gap-filling; using graphs, 117 
charts and diagrams; using other sources for research; 
revision; working on subject-related charts, graphs, 
diagrams

Practising question forms; using different resources; 119 
student-student input; getting new information

Asking and answering questions; present perfect; 121 
researching using a variety of resources; cooperative 
learning; note-taking

Asking and answering questions; researching new 122 
information; note-taking; using the internet

Asking and answering questions; note-taking; using 123 
a variety of resources to collect and revise information; 
finding, filtering, downloading, sorting and storing 
information

Listening for key words and topic related expressions; 126 
cooperative learning; working in pairs; using video as 
input; predicting

Defining and describing; comparing and contrasting; 127 
stating purposes and uses; wh-questions; order of 
adjectives; prepositions; sharing information; 
recognizing important items, signs and symbols; 
drawing conclusions; learning and revising vocabulary

Superlatives—the most...; listening; note-taking; 129 
giving a presentation; researching new information

Defining and describing; stating purposes and uses; 130 
scanning a text; reading and listening; recognizing 
important signs and symbols; interpreting diagrams, 
charts, graphs; learning and revising vocabulary
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7 Project work

7.1 Our environment and PSHE 
community—example of 
a school project

Appendix 1 

Appendix 2 

Appendix 3 

Appendix 4 

Index

Speaking and writing skills; note-taking; editing; 134 
presentation practice; recording results; developing 
confidence and independence; using technical 
equipment and visuals; researching and collating 
information; time management; assessment and 
feedback; cooperative learning
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